TTie CAGE/GEM IM software toolkit for genetic engineering is briefly described. The system functionally uses color graphics and is menu driven. It integrates genetics and features information ("Overlays") with information based on sequence analysis ("Representations"). The system is structured around CAD (Computer Aided Design) principles. The CAGE (Computer Aided Genetic Engineering) aspects of the software are emphasized and illustrated by a simulated cloning of the hepatitis B core antigen gene into the BAMHI site of plasmid pBR322.
In addition to information gained from direct sequence analysis, the location and definition of genetic elements and other features related to sequences are also of primary importance. In the EMBL and GENBANK sequence data bases, information of this sort is given in the header sections of the sequence files. These features are related to the sequence by appropriate coordinates. In many instances, knowledge of the relationship of these features to appropriate restriction enzyme sites is sufficient information for planning and creation of new constructs.
Genetic and plasmid maps delineating genetics and features can be envisioned as low magnification views of sequences. A high magnification view of a given sequence or any subsequence would then be the actual string of alphabetic characters representing the actual order of the structural elements comprising the sequence. CAGE/GEM™ provides a zooming feature which allows dynamic and interactive viewing at various magnification levels. The sequence proper and information obtained from analysis of the sequence (Representations) and the genetics and features information (Overlays) are integrated and retained at all magnification levels.
The use of the system for creating mock genetic constructs is called Computer Aided Genetic Engineering (CAGE). In this paper, those aspects of the system essential for CAGE are briefly described and an example of "Simulated Cloning" of the Hepatitis B core into the TET region of plasmid pBR322 is given.
REPRESENTATIONS
Information gained from sequence analysis is displayed at all pertinent magnification levels by an appropriate coloring of a facsimile of the sequence called a Representation.
Representations can be layered as concentric circles or stacked lines. Global views of various aspects of the sequence can be displayed simultaneously, giving immediate insights of inter-relationships sometimes encompassing thousands of base pairs. Zooming to various regions progressively discloses more analytical detail. Exact analysis over any designated region is available by using "instant functions." A list and descriptions of the Representations and their associated instant functions presently available are given in Table 1. In the neutral representation, (Figure 1A ), the sequence proper is represented by white tics at low magnification and appropriate colored tics or alphabetic characters at high magnification. The color coding is A (green), T or U (yellow), C (blue), and G (magenta) for nucleic acid The homology representation allows user selection of colors to set stringencies on the display. The beginning base of each region found is designated by an appropriate color tic. Both a simple percent match or a variation of the Queen and Korn-^ algorithm allowing looping and gapping is available for homology searches. Figure 1C shows low stringency homology searches to concensus promoter sequences.
The restriction enzyme representation presents chosen restriction sites as arrows with enzyme names or as colored tics coded to particular enzyme sites. The color tic representation is limited to a maximum of five enzymes. Figure 1A shows graphed sites for single cut enzymes contained in the TET region of plasmid pBR322. The overlays most often contain information such as genetics that cannot be directly obtained from analysis of the sequence. However, any information about the sequence such as restriction sites, location of symmetrical regions and control regions can be put in an overlay. The system allows the creation of multiple overlays to a given sequence. The overlay capability provides an extremely powerful data management tool as features and important regions are immediately available and graphically representable.
Overlays can be queried from the system in a unique, compact way. The user can ask for information about the sequence from the menu and a priority window will open giving specific information about the displayed sequence. The labels on the overlay can also be queried by either typing in the The EMBL and GENBANK DNA sequence, and the NBRF protein sequence data bases are available on CAGE/GEM™. The majority of these sequences have not as yet been abstracted into overlays. These data bases, however, can be queried and the sequence descriptions and headers will appear in a priority window.
CAGE/GEM™ provides a complete capability for the user to create Overlays for nucleic acids and amino acids sequences using a simple menu, single key strokes, and the cursor. The overlay items that can be selected include outlined boxes, dotted outlined boxes, filled boxes, arrows, and labels. Color size, width, and location of these items are also under user control.
Text description of any overlay label can be done within the CAGE/GEM™ system. When text modification is chosen, CAGE/GEM™ spawns the operating system text editor. Text can then be written that is associated with a particular label. This label can be queried at any time and a priority window opens displaying the textual information' associated with the label. Labels can also be placed in the upper left-hand area of the graphics display away front the sequence representation. Textual information can now be queried by typing the name of the label. The first item of this sort is The altered hepatitis B viral genome after the deletion is shown in Figure 4B . In the laboratory this would be a linear fragment separable from the fragment containing the C region on an appropriate gel. In CAGE/GEM™ the fragment keeps a circular representation. A flag inside of the circle designates the name of the file containing the BAMBAM fragment. Figure 4C shows a zoom to high magnification of the region where the deletion was done. The overlay automatically designates the nature of the overhang, the overhang core sequence, and the enzyme name.
The point where the two designated ends are psuedo joined on the graphics representation is called a "break point."
If more than one deletion is done while in the Cloning Simulation Mode, more than one "break point" is created. Insertions at "break points" are allowed only if corresponding ends are compatible.
Using "break points" and restriction sites in the Cloning Simulation Mode, any construct which can be done in the laboratory can be simulated on the computer.
The user must keep in mind, however, that contiguous appearing sequences on the graphics display containing "break points" actually represent noncontiguous fragments in the laboratory.
When insertion is attempted at an appropriate restriction site or break point, the system first checks whether the end designations are compatible.
A 5' end designation is compatible only with a 5' end designation, a 3 1 end designation is compatible only with a 3' end designation, and a blunt-end designation only with a blunt-end designation. The end designation is determined from the position of the cut site in the recognition sequence of the restriction enzyme used to create the end. If the ends are compatible, the system then checks the homology of the cores. If the cores are homologous, the splicing is completed and one core retained creating the appropriate splice junction.
The CAGE/GEM™ software works with only one DNA strand. Any fragment created in the Cloning Simulation Mode can be transformed to its inverted complement. When this operation is done, the fragment ends are appropriately adjusted. The creation of a fragment and its inverse complement allows insertions in more than one orientation.
The menu choices allow insertions only at restriction sites or "break points." If more than one site exists for a given enzyme, or more than one "break point" exists on the sequence, the user chooses the appropriate site with the cursor. The cursor need only be placed near the chosen site for a proper choice to be made. This allows complete cloning scenarios to take place at low magnification. The correctness of any procedure can be checked by analysis of the junctions for expected or created restriction sites using the restriction enzyme mapping representation or by zooming to high magnification and examining the actual base sequence at the junction points. 
THE CAGE/GEM™ SYSTEM
The CAGE/GEM™ software is written in Fortran for easy portability. It currently runs on VAXes and MICROVAXes utilizing VMS and on the HP9000 family using HP-VX. It requires a medium resolution color graphics terminal and a pointing device to manipulate the cursor.
